**KENyon COLLEGE A Journal of Student Opinion**

**Dr. HERSHEYGER IS AWARDED GRANT BY N.A.T. SC. FOUNDATION**

Dr. Austin C. Hersheyger, assistant Professor of Psychology, has been granted a $2,000 grant from the National Science Foundation for attendance at a conference on the improved status of the mental science. The stipend will be used to purchase book expenses to appear from the conference and has been accepted on approval while at the conference itself.

During the conference he will participate in a series of seminars on other psychological topics, and will return to the country in the fall; latest developments in psychology and related studies in analysis, among other topics will be explored.

**National In Scope**

In several national science foundations have been noticing these special summer conferences for teachers of science from across the nation. The interest in this program has been vast among teachers from colleges and universities interested in participating and larger programs of research and instruction in the larger universities.

The Foundation realizes that this is the first opportunity to share the facilities and cross interests of specialists and enhance the liminal, educational, and professional capabilities of the teachers. The Conference is designed to at least partially alleviate this disadvantage.

**Brain Functions**

Dr. Hersheyger, who will be attending the conference from June 22 to July 11, did his graduate studies at Columbia and recently received his M.D. and Ph.D. from the University of Illinois medical school with brain functions and brain injuries.

He will attend this conference, held for a generation, he hopes to be in valuable contact with many of the leaders of psychology from schools around the country, to strengthen both his instructional capacity and special interest in problems of brain injuries.

**LUND DISCUSSES SLATER CONTRACT**

President Lerd and other members of the administration with the supervision of the Slater Service Wednesday to discuss the recent renewal of the Slater contract. Slater representatives were asked that Kenyon be danished with the Slater contract and that the complaints at their face value. At present Elenore Kent, Kenyon’s Comptroller, is investigating the costs of the Contracts food for this past year in comparison with the previous year and the estimated cost for the coming year.

President Lerd told the College that he is considering whether the contract with Slater should be renewed or whether Kenyon should seek another firm. At the present time (Wednesday night) he is planning to favor a new contract with Slater, which would allow Slater to renew the contract, but the decision rests with him himself. For Slater, it is not clear whether it will be able to lower its prices, and original proposals have not been accepted.

Karen Way, a member of the Kenyon community, is investigating the costs of the Contracts food for this past year in comparison with the previous year and the estimated cost for the coming year.

**Dr. Wunser**

Dr. Warner, a native of Cleveland, graduated from the University of Wisconsin in 1951 and the University of Wisconsin in 1956. During his four years at the University, he was a member of several academic organizations, including the Student Senate and the Interfraternity Council.

In his doctoral dissertation, he explored the interaction between the physical and psychological components of human behavior, focusing on the role of environmental factors in shaping human behavior. His work has been recognized and awarded the highest honors in the field, including the prestigious Kenyon College Award for Excellence in Research.

**EMERSON BOYD RESIGNS AS KENYON’S BUS. MGR.**

Kenyon has accepted a verbal resignation recently submitted by the college’s business manager, Mr. Boyd, leaving in view of the success his development program of the school.

In a release from the president’s office, the administration made clear Boyd’s departure. "Mr. Boyd has been an active and enthusiastic supporter of the college’s development programs," the release stated. "We look forward to his contributions in the future." Boyd has been a key figure in the college’s development efforts, playing a key role in the expansion and growth of the school.

**DELTA PHI’S WIN SINGING CONTEST**

Delta Phi, triumphant in the 1958 Internationally Singing Contest held Sunday evening, Beta Theta Pi, the 1958 champions, were overjoyed, while the Archbishops took third place.

The Delta Phi’s shelter song was set to the melody of the fourth movement of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. Beta’s song one of their fraternity songs as a dollar was voted for the Archbishops song "Goodman’s Spider." For the past in the fraternities involved got back from the Library singing their chapter meeting song and then gathered in front of Old Kenyon to entertain the library and their shelter song. Faculty judging members were Richard James, Michael, and John Yolton, who chose the winner on a basis of singing quality, social significance, and general appearance.

**Prof. Franklin Miller Publishes New Textbook, “College Physics”**

Our world around us and its physical processes and powers are fascinating and important fields of information for all of us. It is the job of the science of physics to investigate and make clear the physical world. Dr. Franklin Miller, chairman of the department of physics at Kenyon, has written the recently published College Physics, a textbook to be used by the new student of the interested layman looking into an understanding of the world around us.

To Kenyon in 1948

Dr. Miller, graduate of Swarthmore and the University of Chicago, where he received his Ph.D. in 1939, has taught physics at Rutgers University and has been active in research in the field of physics since 1941. Throughout his teaching career, he has always been interested in the advancement of education and in the spread of new knowledge. He has served as a member of several national committees and in various capacities, including the American Physical Society, the National Academy of Sciences, and the Society for Social Responsibility in Science.

The latter organization of scientists founded by Dr. Miller, is an international group primarily concerned with the moral problems involved in recent scientific developments.

Many Capacities

Dr. Miller has been active in Ohio for many years, and in 1960 he became a member of the Knossos County Mental Association and a member of the Ohio State Mental Association. Within the confines of Kenyon, he is highly regarded for his many capacities including a four year tenure as Kenyon’s second cousin College Physics, the production of several major research papers, and his work as a research writer. His work in the field of physics has been recognized and awarded the highest honors in the field, including the prestigious Kenyon College Award for Excellence in Research.

Dr. Miller is the director of the Kenyon College University Conservatory of music. On November 9 Elizabeth Walker, an old student, is going to give a performance in the College Players, a group of students who have been working hard to bring a new play to the stage.
He Who Fights . . .

It has been announced by President Lind that the resignation of Emerson Boyd as Business Manager of the College has been accepted. This part of the matter is clear; however, other aspects of the matter leave one questioning the entire situation. Kenyon is in a state of extreme confusion, contributing to the physical appearance of the College in one year than his predecessors were to do in ten. It is not irrelevant to the success of any future Boyd replacement to ask what reasons prompted Boyd to offer his resignation. The "official" reason that is being given is that a Cincinnati real estate firm has made our Business Manager an offer which is too good to be turned down. However, it is well known fact that Boyd took a course in real estate when he first came to Kenyon, and the sudden interest in the allegedly dollar? One cannot help but wonder if there isn't more to the situation than meets the eye.

It would be difficult now to find a single person in this college community who would offer a disparaging comment about Boyd's contributions in the past year. However, it is very clear to these editors that the resignation stems from an extended period of verbal back-stabbing, budget cuts, and the general lack of cooperation from Kenyon's students, College, and Faculty. We have the distinct impression that this resignation is the culmination of the situation which we stated in our opening paragraph. It now appears that Kenyon's "happy family" is not quite as happy as it seems outwardly.

However, President Lind has said of Boyd, "I am very sorry to see him (Boyd) go, and we would like him to stay. I think he has done a fine job." Boyd in turn has said of the President, "I have had nothing but the finest cooperation from President Lind." At least two players in this unfortunate drama appear to be putting on good faces, but the facts remain that several of the supporting cast appear to have played their roles with an overabundance of pettiness.

Many Kenyon students would be thoroughly disgusted if all the facts of this matter were known or could be printed. This edition of The Argus is necessarily a selected sampling of what has actually occurred.

As a confidant, a counselor, and just a good friend, "Emmie" Boyd has given us part of the reason why he is leaving. He is leaving, but he shall not soon be forgotten for behind him he leaves many tributes to his ingenuity, helpfulness, and just plain hard work.

W.T. and T.M.

Letters To The Editor

SLATER SERVICE

To the Editors:

It is rumored that May sixth saw that jolly crew, the Slater Service, in the role of generous spirit. However, to remind the student body's spirits of the myriad of their contributions to our lives—music, and worse food. Is this final, solipsistic protest, done to place the hardly-craving masses, who have been conditioned by years of campus canteen indoctrination in the solitude of their dorms, into a state of consuming despair? Hardly; for such campus apathy as Kenyon's does not need to be extinguished. The Slater Service endures. We are no longer naive and self-assurance are said to be banned. And that the student body must accept the fall of this uncontestable conquest by this awesome, understanding, all-powerful organization is the greatest compliment a student ever dared to show. Whose petition showing the unfruitfulness of student protest and the student and the Dean of Students may still diplomatically cancel that gastronomic carpet-bag from Peavey.


REPLY TO MR. HOYLE

To The Editors:

I am writing in protest over the latest issue of the Argus. There is no knowledge of any written work is contrary to the basic freedom of the press, and the suggestion was carried through, and an article by Mr. Hoyle, was written by a number of the College's student writers. It is true that the signature is detrimental to the reading of any other of their basic rights to the administration. To be sure, in the interests of the administration, it is not always the case. Prejudice is not the part of the writer to be printed let to a large degree.

Also, it is a member of a group of writers who write for or against the author, could not for fear of his work, and we are the part of the writer to be printed let to a large degree.

The author of a member of a group of writers who write for or against the author, could not for fear of his work, and we are the part of the writer to be printed let to a large degree.

We are further glad to print this letter for it is the first complaint about the food which has been specific. This shows that the current complaints are sincere and must be reckoned with. They are not merely the gripes of a single student against institutional food.

We shall not make any further attack on the superiority of how the student body feels. President Lind assures the Collegian that something is going to be done. He told a Collegian reporter that the fact that the students have proceeded decently and through the channels of petition will be given full attention. He is to confer with the student body on the matter. We hastened to point out that if the service does not attempt to give the desired service they will only become further frustrated.

All this is to the good, but we hope that the administration give into the student demands. The future of the services very open, perhaps, with the assistance of someone who has had good experience in this field.

The service is going to try for the best contract it can get, that is, only good business. We are not to the care of this so it does not get the short shift. Two attempts of the Slater service to consider the desires of its captured customers, the establishment

KENYON COLLEGE
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ENGLISH IS HIGH POINT OF SPRING ATHLETICS

Opening on the outcome of the match with Ohio Wesleyan, the tennis team moved into conference championships at Oberlin with a perfect conference record and an excellent chance of placing first. In the first intercollegiate tennis double, the Lords have fought their way through victory after victory. Now credit belong both to the team and the fine coaching of Bob Frost.

De samen

John A. McCrae

FOOTBALL PLAY

Even though the best players are out, the game still has a value to the students at Kenyon, and it is only a question of the issues of the last few minutes. The game will be played against the team of Oxford.

Kenyon is not expected to win the game, but the issues in the last few minutes of the game can be decided by the play of the students at Kenyon. The game is expected to be a thrilling one, and the students at Kenyon are expected to give their best effort in the game.
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BIOLOGY LABS ARE STRANGELY SILENT

The dark and gain spist of an empty, desolate Hall. Hall has made its appearance on the Kenyon College campus. Doubtless, bewildered persons wonder at the silent, almost deserted, atmosphere that has overtaken their usually crowded, but never really empty, and always hearty, assembly room. And, as if on cue, the authorities have closed the biology labs except during the specified hours in the afternoon. Never in the memory of any undergraduate has one administrative decision wreaked such havoc upon the study habits of so large and dedicated a group as has this new policy of the Biology Department. Certainly there must have been some cause for this catastrophe which may be traced to the burning of the library at Alexandria during the reign of Cleopatra, and to find it we must delve deeper into the mystic and absurdities hidden in the cloisters in Master Hall.

About three weeks ago, when the labs were kept open all the time and access to the lab was uncontrolled, someone or some people took one of the study animals used by a student in Comparative Anatomy, a preserved human body given to the Anatomy lab. This body was completely exhumated, it appears, and after some time went to work to work to work when the labs are not as crowded as they are in the afternoon, and probably a major reason in the study habits of the students taking these courses (and possibly a change in the performance and/or the work required in these courses will result, the fact is that this decision is completely justified by the students' irreponsibility, the precedent established by other schools who have never had open labs, and the authority of the Biology Department.

If you happen to run across some lost, shivering, uncertain-posed person at late, be kind to him. He is homeless, heart-broken child.

Bob Montgomery

World Youth Festival Is Slated; Humphrey Urges U.S. Attendance

The following letter was received from the Colleagues from United States Senator, Hubert H. Humphry. It concerns the World Youth Festival to be held in Vienna this summer, and it suggests that anyone who has thought of attending this letter.

Editors, The Kenyon Collegian
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio

Dear Editors:

You may be aware that this summer in Vienna the leading Communist international and youth organizations will stage their seventh biennial World Youth Festival. For some time I have followed with great concern the vigorous efforts of the Communists to gain the sympathy of, and, whenever possible, the support of young people in general and, of the intellectual leadership of the great emerging group of the world in particular. The vast significance of the impending Youth Festival in this Communist effort becomes clearer every day, and the importance of an informed and vigorous reaction to it by American students can hardly be overemphasized.

It is not necessary to tell American student leaders that the United States is confronted with the gravest of challenges. It may, however, be worthwhile to emphasize the unusually important role that has been thrust on our students by the critical impact which the attitudes and activities of students, the behavior of all American students, in the destiny of their countries. In the face of obstacles and discouragements which would have disheartened a less determined generation of leaders, the students of the United States would, through their national organization, the United States National Student Association, make notable contributions to the creation and support of the Coordinating Secretariat of the International Student Conference. This organization has become a most effective forum through which the non-Communist international student community can discuss ideas, arrange personal exchanges, and extend assistance to oppressed or needy students wherever they may be. I would be remiss if I did not take this occasion to remind you of the great importance of the continued unfailing support of the American student community for this organization.

Because their participation would enhance the prestige of the Vienna Festival, the chief representative American students and youth organizations, and corresponding groups throughout the free world, have wisely decided not to participate officially in the Vienna gathering. However, many non-participation is clearly an inadequate response to the opportunity and challenge that will be presented in Vienna.

I do not think we can afford to ignore the thousands of young people from all over the world who will be assembled there, and who will be subjected to endless propaganda directed against America and democracy. And it therefore seems very important to me that well-informed, well-informed, enthusiastic American students and youth leaders attend the events in Vienna in their individual capacities.

Please follow the example of any students who may be interested in participating as individuals in these activities, contact the Independent Service for Information on the Vienna Youth Festival. 322-24 College House Offices, Har.

THEM'S AN IMPORTANT FUTURE AHEAD FOR THE MEN WHO WEAR THESE WINGS

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of many talents. He is, first of all, a master of the skies—and no finer exists. In addition, he has a firm back-ground in mathematics and science. Then, too, he must show outstanding qualities of leadership, initiative and self-reliance. In short, he is a man especially prepared for an important future in scientific research. Find out today if you can qualify as an Air Force pilot or navigator. Paste the attached coupon on a postal card and mail it now.

GRADUATE THEN FLY
U.S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

MAY 15, 1959

KENYON COLLEGE

KENVON RECEIVES $200,000 GRANT
A grant of $200,000 has been received by Kenyon from the Ford Foundation for the purpose of providing for faculty and student research. This grant is to be used over a five-year period.

This year the Department of Biology is in offering research work for two undergraduates in the field of monetary policy. Professor Trescott has been chosen to supervise this summer's progress. Sophomore and Juniors who have completed Economics 101 and 112 are eligible to apply for the fellowship.

Eight students, Terry Butter, E. Eaton, Greg Shoemaker, Ward van Boga, Dick Brodoff, Old Sperry, Scott Harvey, and Bill Hartman filed applications before the May 1 deadline. At present the two to be chosen await the approval of President Land.

The Independent Service is doing a good job of providing prospective American participants with this type of information. I hope you will inform as many as possible of the qualified students on your campus that the pitfalls and challenges which will abound at the Festival, I will look forward to hearing from you should there be questions or problems that trouble you in dealing with this important situation.

Sincerely yours,

Hubert H. Humphrey
United States Senator

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Aviation Cadet Information, Dept. A-21B
Box No. 1821, Dayton 2, Ohio

Please send me details on my opportunities as an Aviation Cadet in the U.S. Air Force. I am a U.S. citizen, between the ages of 18 and 20, and a resident of the U.S. or possessions. I am, or intend to be, a U.S. citizen.

Name

City

State